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Rajveer had always dreamt of becoming a racing driver and plays an important role in bringing a close friend of his into racing.
His dream comes true when he is selected in racing team "Balaji Racing", managed by "Vaibhav" (Randeep Hooda). His dream
is soon shattered when he finds out that he is just the manager's assistant and would need to focus on his engineering, resulting
in his falling into depression and taking up drinking. He tries to change into something else but the world keeps on presenting
him with conditions that he can't change from. Rajveer Singh (Saif Ali Khan) is a resident engineer in an engineering firm who
falls in love with his work as he had always wanted to become an engineer. He gets selected in race car team "Balaji Racing"
and his dream comes true when he finds himself as a driver. He gets all the attention from media and when he starts facing
pressure and doesn't know what to do, he seeks help from his friend Vikram (Ali Abbas Zafar) to help him find out what he is
made of and also to take care of his family. He is supported by a girl who might get his attention when he sees the best of her.
Vikram Prasad (Ali Abbas Zafar) is the head of a racing team and is in love with his driver Rajveer Singh (Saif Ali Khan). The
episode shows how Vikram, when he is in college, falls in love with a girl. The relationship between Rajveer and his friend is
best explained when he says, "Shalu, tu mera vidhayak uthay kya khabar?" ("You know, are you a teacher or a student?"). The
film starts showing how this friendship grows into love in an unconventional way. The humorous lines in the movie are often
accompanied by an action sequence, which has its share of daredevilry. According to the film's synopsis, the first half is heavy
on the comedy and is a lighter take on the usual romantic plot-line. The second half takes a more serious turn. Rajveer Singh is a
Residency Engineer in a large engineering firm with a passion for building house. He loves his job, is a dutiful son, honest to an
extent, close friend and is a loving partner. Only he wants to have a family to be complete; to have a wife, take care of his
family as a father
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